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That Which Is Always Beginning

Bart Eeckhout and Gül Bilge Han

It is fitting to begin a collection of essays entitled The New Wallace Stevens
Studies with an inquiry into what such newness might mean both for
Stevens and for the purposes of the present volume. Perhaps no other
poem captures the quintessentially Stevensian attitude toward newness as
remarkably as his late lyric “St. Armorer’s Church from the Outside.” “In
the air of newness” that surrounds the ruined, gutted chapel of
St. Armorer’s in that poem, the speaker comes upon

an air of freshness, clearness, greenness, blueness,
That which is always beginning because it is part
Of that which is always beginning, over and over. (CPP 449)

The possibility of achieving newness and experiencing a sense of peren-
nial beginning is to be found, unexpectedly perhaps, and certainly
paradoxically, by meditating upon the architecture of an old chapel.
Powered by the unlimited generativity of the imagination, the dilapi-
dated chapel is seen in its “vivid element,” as spreading out for a light, an
influx of what the speaker calls the “vif,” which, however slight, is
capable of bringing forth the “dizzle-dazzle of being new.” Such an
influx is defined, furthermore, as a mode of constant “becoming” (CPP
449). New, vital forms arrive, Stevens seems to be saying, during
moments of interaction with paradigms of the old, during confluences
of what used to be there, what happens to be here, and what is in the
process of becoming, rather than in simple negations of supposedly
antiquated forms. Cycles of continuous innovation, transformation,
and flux, contingent upon everything that has come before, underlie
the creative impulse that seeks to satisfy the “need to be actual,” which is
the need to give “a new account of everything old” (CPP 448–49). The
New Wallace Stevens Studies takes this Stevensian premise of perpetual
renewal and remaking to heart. Our claim to newness is accurate insofar
as asserting the new does not involve radically dispensing with the past
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but building novel sets of approaches and accounts on aging founda-
tions. The refreshing perspectives offered in the pages of this volume are
thus at the same time a continuation of the rich critical heritage
bequeathed by Stevens’s most devoted readers – a heritage that, espe-
cially over the past few decades, has notably challenged and expanded
our understanding of his poetry and thought beyond what would have
been imaginable by the earliest critics striking out in the poet’s wake.
If in many ways The New Wallace Stevens Studies draws on and

responds to the poet’s critical afterlife in general, it positions itself
particularly in relation to two major edited volumes whose ambition it
has been to stake out most of the critical field. In its fourteen chapters,
John N. Serio’s The Cambridge Companion to Wallace Stevens (2007) did
a wonderful job of introducing readers to the main topics that had
preoccupied Stevens specialists during the first half-century of critical
production: his biography; the various stages of his career; his attitudes
toward both contemporary poets and the Romantic tradition; the inspir-
ation he drew from philosophy and the cycles of the seasons; how to come
to terms with the lyric speaker and a variety of linguistic features in his
verse; and the place of painting, figurations of the feminine, and belief
systems in his worldview. Ten years later, Glen MacLeod’s more histori-
cist collection,Wallace Stevens in Context (2017), went to great lengths to
flesh out as many relevant contexts as possible. Its thirty-six chapters fell
into six organizing sections: the real and imagined places that played an
important part in Stevens’s life; the two main natural contexts for his
poetry; a range of literary contexts; his relation to the other arts; some of
the main intellectual frameworks for his thinking; and an extensive series
of social, cultural, and political contexts. The two volumes together drew
on forty-three experts, nearly half of whom were former or current
editorial board members of The Wallace Stevens Journal. The latter is
itself in its forty-fifth year (at the time of publication, in 2021) and has
continued to publish scholarship twice a year without interruption,
increasingly in the form of thematic issues.
This might make it seem as if all bases had been covered. Yet with

a complex and elusive poet such as Stevens, there always appears to be
a surprising amount of space to present additional perspectives and
critical developments. What we are presenting in the current volume is
explicitly designed to complement the two previous Cambridge
University Press volumes by diversifying critical approaches and intro-
ducing a range of new voices and promising topics to the field. Although
a good many of our contributors are established scholars with an
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impressive pedigree, the majority are early to mid-career critics. More
importantly, the contributors whose work we showcase here have in
recent years produced striking scholarship on Stevens, whether in leading
journals or books of their own, that has sought to recalibrate and reorient
critical responses to the poet. As a result, The New Wallace Stevens Studies
is able to demonstrate the remarkable wealth of research recently initi-
ated, often in the margins of what may be regarded as mainstream Stevens
criticism (i.e., writings by the editorial board members of the Journal or
contributors to the many panels and conferences organized by the
Wallace Stevens Society), but just as frequently opening up new fields,
cutting-edge theories, and untried methodologies rightly clamoring for
our attention.

***

The division of this collection into three parts is meant to draw helpful
through-lines and distinctions among contributions, since the essays range
far and wide in their ambition. Part I starts from our observation that
various accounts of Stevens over the past two decades have pushed forward
a number of previously neglected or only recently theorized concepts that
can help us analyze his work in greater depth. The writings collected under
“Emerging Concepts in Stevens Criticism” thus include chapters on the
relevance of imperialism and colonialism to the understanding of Stevens’s
poetics, the underestimated utopian nature of his thinking, his conception
of an audience and how he saw his poetry as a form of community
building, the kind of secularism his writings elaborate, and the precise
quality of his transnational orientation.
Lisa Siraganian kicks off by mapping and extending the critical

discussions of Stevens that have begun to tackle his engagement with
questions of empire and Western colonial ideologies. Emerging as
a global institution during the poet’s lifetime, imperialism, especially
in its cultural variety, intrigued and worried Stevens as a particular
variation on the question of knowledge that fascinated him so much.
As Siraganian reminds us, Stevens’s views on the imperialist fantasies of
his age – fromMussolini’s colonial invasion of Ethiopia to the invention
of modern warfare and the rise of totalitarian regimes – could be at times
sympathetic. Yet in several poems, including “Anecdote of the Jar,”
“Owl’s Clover,” “Life on a Battleship,” and “A Weak Mind in the
Mountains,” Stevens provides alternative and more complicated
accounts that question and sometimes oppose colonizing modes of
cultural domination. These are among the texts worth returning to
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and grappling with because they demand historical and ideological
nuance. The contextualization of Stevens’s poetry that Siraganian pro-
vides enables us to sort out his competing allegiances at a chaotic
historical moment – allegiances not only to anti-imperialism but also
to an embattled Western culture and ideology, and to a unifying world
of art and poetry.
Stevens’s response to the competing ideologies of his age takes on

a different, if compatible, dimension in Douglas Mao’s chapter, in
which Mao identifies the utopian impulses of the poet’s verse with
a view to reevaluating his relation to the political. Stevens scholars have
variously represented him as a crafter of poetic utopias, a skeptic of
utopian thinking, and a champion of utopian material sufficiency.
Mao’s investigation adds to the picture by showing how, in his poetry
of the late 1930s and early 1940s, Stevens situates leaders and movements
impelled by visions of ideal futures within a conception of political life as
an ongoing struggle for dominance between ideas. Reading several of
Stevens’s poems in dialogue with prominent cultural texts of the time –
especially Karl Mannheim’s Ideology and Utopia and Max Lerner’s Ideas
Are Weapons – Mao reveals how Stevens’s view of history as an interplay
of imagination and reality partook of important currents in interwar
intellectual life. An examination of the particular utopian impulses in
Stevens’s verse thus prepares the ground for a more complete understand-
ing of his vision of the relationship between the aesthetic and the
ideological realms.
The third chapter complements the first two by expanding the terms of

such politically oriented debates. Among the topics that have come into focus
as a result of the increasing awareness of Stevens’s worldliness are his figur-
ations of collectivity and audience. These have posed challenges to the
commonly received notion that Stevens’s world is devoid of people.
Though a prominent strand of Stevens criticism has argued that his poetry
does not have a strong sense of either the interpersonal or an actual human
audience, recent scholars are at last taking Stevens seriously as a poet of
community. Christopher Spaide’s engaging chapter illuminates how ques-
tions of community and audience have helped these scholars to reconceive
both “the poem of the idea” and “the poem of the words”: critics drawn to the
former have focused on Stevens’s historical and personal crises, political
philosophy, aesthetics, place, and affect; those drawn to the latter have
focused on his diction, genres, forms, speakers, and lyric pronouns. As
Spaide demonstrates, community and audience, for Stevens, are never simply
given but always counterbalanced by their others – individuality,
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impersonality, inhuman nature, and aesthetic autonomy. The poet’s truest
subject in this sense is neither community nor individuality but the never-
settled contest between the two. Like Mao and Siraganian, Spaide adds
conceptual rigor and precision to a discussion of the social and political
contexts of Stevens’s poetry. Such contexts continue to fuel critical debates
about the writer’s strategies for responding to the historical pressures of the
actual world.
Another major and no less contested issue that has been leaving its

imprint on analyses of Stevens’s work is his stance toward secularism and
religious faith. A polite but insistent critical struggle has been going on,
especially in recent years, between scholars seeking to frame Stevens’s
poetry as fundamentally religious or spiritual in inspiration and those
insisting on its twentieth-century expressions of secularist thinking.
MatthewMutter engages with and contributes to this debate by reassessing
Stevens’s understanding of secular modernity as a condition of both
deprivation and liberation. He suggests that while Stevens was enticed by
the secular model of the real as a domain of neutral, impersonal fact, as his
career progressed he increasingly recognized that the very notion of
a secular reality was itself an imaginative construction. This recognition
is linked to Stevens’s lifelong effort to rehabilitate, for what may be called
his “secular anthropology,” the imaginative human capacities that histor-
ically generated religious ideas. A sense of play emerges in this context as
central to Stevens’s secularism: not only does it reconcile the secular values
of freedom and sensuousness with the discordant necessity of the world,
but it is also able to reveal an ongoing tension between the good of
immanence and the need for transcendence.
While Mutter’s chapter takes up the Stevensian imagination in its

spiritual and secular guises, it is the geographical and cross-cultural range
of the poet’s imaginative vision that takes center stage in Gül Bilge Han’s
chapter on transnationalism. Drawing on recent theoretical appraisals of
literary transnationalism and global modernism, Han examines how
Stevens’s desire to create new forms of interaction between distant geog-
raphies and cultures constitutes a crucial component of his work. Her
chapter argues that Stevens’s poetry repeatedly interrogates both the possi-
bilities and the limits of artistic mobility and travel beyond its local and
national frameworks rather than simply proclaiming or celebrating the
border-traversing capacities of poetic language and the imagination. In line
with the opening chapters in this first part, Han views Stevens through
a historically contextualizing lens, showing how his artistic impulse toward
border-crossings is developed in dialogue with a range of cultural and
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political events, such as the rise of American nativism in the 1920s and
subsequent developments of globalization and the Cold War.

***

Our second gathering of essays, which we have labeled “Recent Critical
Methods Applied to Stevens,” looks at a variety of methodological and
theoretical advances that have made a prominent mark on literary studies
in recent years – from world literature and ecocriticism to urban studies,
queer studies, intersectional thinking, and cognitive literary studies. As
several contributors to this part intimate, the methods and theories devel-
oped in such disciplines invite a renewed focus on Stevens’s poetry, for they
offer a variety of critical tools and thematic emphases that have not yet been
fully integrated into studies on the poet.
Lee Jenkins’s chapter, set up to be complementary with the preceding

one on Stevens’s transnationalism, assesses the poet’s relationship and
relevance to the study of world literature. Jenkins undertakes her multifa-
ceted investigation by activating Pascale Casanova’s rubric of the “two
orders” – the political and the aesthetic – that together constitute the
“world literary space.” Stevens’s involvement in the global cultural market-
place and his defense of poetic autonomy – his projection of his poetry as
a world in itself – present seemingly incompatible yet mutually constitutive
positions that inform his specific relationship to world literature. By way of
illustration, Jenkins explores not only Stevens’s Orientalism but also his
global reception and readership in a surprising diversity of world-literary
contexts: from contemporary Chinese poetry and the Anglophone world
poetries of Kashmiri American and Iranian American poets Agha Shahid
Ali and Roger Sedarat to a contemporary Italian poet such as Valerio
Magrelli, as well as postwar British and Irish poetry.
The idea of a “world” for Stevens was able to encompass more,

however, than the literary and poetic universe of letters; neither was it
limited to the external events and pressures of his cultural and political
surroundings. It also meant, to an important measure, his natural sur-
roundings and what we now call the environment. Cary Wolfe’s chapter
proposes that we reconsider Stevens as an ecological poet as well. To do
so, we should begin to see his cultural significance as radically different
from the emphasis in previous accounts on the philosophical resonances
of his poetic “mundo” – a universe structured by seasonal cycles – or his
lyrical depiction of natural phenomena. Instead, Wolfe deploys a concept
of environment that is more scientifically up-to-date, as highlighted in
the contemporary biology of perception and cognition found in the
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writings of Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela. Illuminated by
their theories, the ecological significance of the poet’s work may well be
located in how Stevens’s poetics manages to enact the very “operating
program,” with all its attendant paradoxes, of autopoietic living systems,
rather than engaging in a merely representational relationship to what we
used to call “nature.”
If Wolfe presents us with a fresh sense of Stevens’s nonrepresentational

ecological poetics, Julia Daniel’s chapter pursues another underexplored
aspect of the poet’s relationship to his environment, this time from a more
cultural-material angle that takes into account the presence of urban spaces
and experiences in his writings. As Daniel reminds us, Stevens was pro-
foundly influenced by modern urbanization during his formative years in
New York City, and he often turns to understated cityscapes for his
exploration of the ideal aesthetic relationship between reality and the
imagination. Daniel identifies two major modes of urbanization that are
palpable throughout Stevens’s works: a “dark,” antipoetic variety in which
city architectures prevent contact with nature and community, thereby
also precluding the production of a vibrant poetry, and an organic,
aesthetic urbanization where cities may be held up as sites of poetic
inspiration and surprising connection with the more-than-human world.
Stevens’s recurrent vacillation between these two modes proves to be
characteristic of the multiform, often ambivalent ways he engaged with
the modern urbanism he witnessed up close.
To further diversify types of scholarship, Bart Eeckhout’s chapter on

queer studies tilts more heavily toward the biographical than other chapters
do. With the knowledge and insights gained from queer studies and
relevant biographical and historical scholarship, Eeckhout proposes to
resituate Stevens not only within the aesthetic circles that may be drawn
around his work but also and especially within the social circles in which he
moved during his lifetime, and the poetic circles of those who have been
attracted to his writings. From the newmodernist studies, his investigation
derives an interest in social networks at the expense of a narrow focus on
self-reliant individuals; from queer studies, it borrows a fundamentally
querying spirit about sexual identities and desires. Eeckhout offers
a bird’s-eye survey of Stevens’s most significant queer precursors, contem-
poraries, and heirs, paying particular attention to the final two categories.
As case studies, he singles out Stevens’s friendships with George Santayana
and José Rodríguez Feo, in which not-knowing played a central role, and
the attractiveness of Stevens’s licensing the fictive imagination to poets
such as James Merrill and Richard Howard.
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Eeckhout’s account offers an example of criticism that reads Stevens in
relation to the social categories informing so much academic work today –
from sexuality to gender, race, ethnicity, class, or nationality. Wallace
Stevens in Context, for instance, included individual chapters on “Race”
and “The Feminine.” So far, however, very few applications to Stevens
have attempted to explore the confluences and possible conflicts between
such critical perspectives. To address this shortcoming, Lisa Steinman
reflects on the ways in which previous critical work informed by questions
of race, class, and gender in Stevens’s poetry might be refigured in light of
the complicating analyses put forward by intersectional thinkers. Steinman
offers, as an example of the merits and drawbacks of reading Stevens
intersectionally, a rich discussion of “The Virgin Carrying a Lantern,”
from Harmonium. She sets her reading against a description of how
contemporary writers of color have responded more to Stevens’s style
than to his representations of others – an emphasis that has allowed such
writers to voice a deep ambivalence and reposition their own work (as well
as Stevens’s) within the African American literary tradition. Steinman
convincingly demonstrates that the voices of these poets open up new
possibilities for intersectional studies of Stevens.
Perhaps more than any of his contemporaries, Stevens has long been

famous for being a poet of the mind. In his poetry and prose, he draws
parallels between lyrical composition and the mind “in the act of finding /
What will suffice,” realizing at the same time that such a search is forever
ongoing, because “It can never be satisfied, the mind, never” (CPP 218,
224). These qualities, as Gabrielle Starr’s chapter shows, make Stevens’s
writings an excellent candidate for the interdisciplinary field of cognitive
literary studies, which involves an exchange and cross-fertilization among
the disciplines of neuroscience; cognitive linguistics; stylistics; literary
criticism; and theories of embodiment, enactivism, and the extended
mind. Such investigations have the potential to deepen our insight into
various aspects of Stevens’s writings: his way of disorienting readers
through the use of imagery; his enactment of visual perception as
a dynamic interplay between brain and world; his strategic use of
rhyme and experimental sonic strategies; or his surprising patterns of
phonemic, syllabic, and syntactic structuring. On this occasion, Starr
offers a cognitive analysis of two powerful aesthetic modes in Stevens’s
poetry. The first of these is disruption, in which Stevens violates metrical
expectations or creates perceptual or cognitive disorientation.
The second involves the manipulation of pleasure (either represented in
the poem or generated in readers) to call attention to certain formal
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aspects of a poem, and at times to help new formal features emerge from
a disorderly formal background.

***

Taken together, the contributors to Part II demonstrate the implications,
for the study of Stevens, of major theoretical and methodological interven-
tions that have been reshaping the literary field. In a manner that responds
more immediately to the long pedigree of Stevens criticism and its typical
interests, the essays in our third and final part, gathered under the umbrella
of “Revisionary Readings of Stevens,” seek to reassess and deepen our
understanding of issues that have long inspired critics. Here the collected
topics include the reception of his work by subsequent generations of
poets, his attitude toward modern fiction, various modes of his relation
to philosophical thinking, aspects of his rhetoric and style, and finally the
ethical dimension of his lyrical engagement.
One of the most productive formats in Stevens criticism for many years

has been the juxtaposition with other poets, from earlier inspirational
figures to contemporary writers and successors keeping up a dialogue
with his work. Synoptic views of twentieth-century American poetry
sometimes pitted writers in the Stevens tradition against a Poundian avant-
garde. Such an opposition, however, has had difficulty integrating the
significance of Stevens’s heritage – its characteristic idiom, poetics, philo-
sophical concerns – with certain strands in postwar poetry, particularly the
experimental movement known as the New York School. In Andrew
Epstein’s chapter, the case of these poets is developed as an instructive
example of the complexity and riches of poetic responses to Stevens.
Epstein challenges the tendency to overlook Stevens as an important
precursor, arguing that such neglect causes problems in both directions:
it unnecessarily limits our sense of the New York School poetry while
reinforcing the distorted image of Stevens as a backward-looking aesthete
devoted solely to abstraction and imagination. For all their differences,
Epstein proposes, Stevens and the New York School poets share a number
of vital interests: an obsession with painting and a passion for all things
French; a delight in wordplay and the sensuous surfaces of language; an
anti-foundational skepticism toward fixity in self, language, or idea; and,
most crucially, an embrace of the imagination and deep attraction to the
surreal combined with a devotion to the ordinary and everyday.
Apart from three early experiments in playwriting and the nonfictional

prose of his essays and letters, Stevens was – and wanted very much to be –
a poet. As a result, scholars of modernist fiction have most often ignored
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him as a relevant contemporary writer, and vice versa, in criticism on the
poet, the art of the contemporary novel has been receiving short shrift. Yet
as Lisa Goldfarb’s chapter elucidates, the fact that Stevens positioned
himself so adamantly in the realm of poetry and kept away from the art
of the novel does not mean he did not ponder questions of aesthetic
affinity. In a 1948 letter, for instance, he commented on Marcel Proust as
follows: “The only really interesting thing about Proust that I have seen
recently is something that concerned him as a poet. It seems like
a revelation, but it is quite possible to say that that is exactly what he was
and perhaps all that he was” (L 575). Starting from a wider consideration of
Stevens’s relation to modernist fiction, Goldfarb amplifies Proust’s pres-
ence in Stevens in segments that probe the poet’s insight into Proust’s
writing style and the Proustian echoes in his own verse – particularly, the
interlacing themes of the senses, time, and memory in shorter poems
selected from various stages of Stevens’s writing life.
The next two chapters swing to what might be called the other end of

the scale of juxtapositions with non-poetic genres. If there is a topic that
has garnered most sustained attention from Stevens scholars over the years,
it is the relation between his poetry and philosophy. Though critics have
used countless, often conflicting theoretical frameworks to discuss
Stevens’s philosophical leanings – from phenomenology and deconstruc-
tion to American pragmatism, to name but a few – there is something
about which such heterogeneous approaches tend to agree: Stevens’s work
is deeply invested in articulating reflective states of mind that stage the
processes of, and conditions for, poetic thinking. In recent years, critics
have grown increasingly wary of mistaking the thinking that occurs in
Stevens’s verse for illustrations of external schools of thought. The two
chapters dedicated to philosophy in Wallace Stevens in Context symptom-
atically share a skepticism toward the idea that Stevens’s idiosyncratic
thinking can be explained by importing insights from philosophy – even
as both chapters outline the ways in which Stevens may be taken to engage
with various philosophical traditions and issues. Taking this skeptical
stance about imported theories as its point of departure, Charles Altieri’s
authoritative chapter focuses on the vital role Stevens attributes to the
imagination for enacting modes of poetic thinking. As a culmination to
decades of reflection and writing on the matter, Altieri identifies four
distinct modes and trajectories of thought that may be said to build the
larger arc of Stevens’s oeuvre. He reveals how the poetry evolves from
trying out various modes of thinking against generalization (in
Harmonium) to valuing how poetic thinking can become central to
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